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The year began with much uncertainty due to the onslaught of the first wave of the pandemic,
and the club maintained an active presence online, allowing for junior members to participate
in the act of quizzing virtually.
Before the arrival of the first years, collaborations with the Mathematics Society and the
Computer Science society formed the basis for quizzes named “Mathopolis 2020” and “404:
A General Quiz, Computer Science flavoured” respectively.
With the arrival of the first years in November of 2020, we conducted our orientation in early
January of 2021, the delay owing to the December examination period for the Second- and
Third-Year Junior Members. Regular quizzes were held post-orientation, to provide an easing
into college quizzing for our newest members.
February 2021 was a productive month for the Quiz Club, owing to our conduction of 4
separate collaborations with the History Society, the Mathematics Society, the Gandhi
Ambedkar Study Circle and the English Literary Society. These quizzes were titled “Dead
Folks Tell No Jokes”, “Mathopolis 2.0: A Numbers Quiz ”, “Mass Movements in India”
and the “Very Goodly Quiz”, all held as part of the respective societies' annual festivals.
Each quiz had both prelims and finals, conducted online, with minimum participation in the
prelims of about 50 teams, and a maximum of 200.
Heading into April with the second wave of the pandemic rearing its head, we collaborated
with the Cine Club and the Shakespeare Society, organising “The Film and Theatre Quiz”,
which continued the trend of the number of teams participating.
We were then forced to take a hiatus from organising events, as the situation in the country
took a turn for the worse, but managed to pull off an Inter-Departmental Quiz in the month
of June, with questions run by alumni.
Though our activity for the year was entirely online, the club managed to be one of the most
active societies throughout, owing to the nature of our activities, and the ease with which we
were able to transition online. The incoming first years were able to experience virtual
inter-college quizzing and hone their question-making and quiz mastering talents as they kept
engaging with the rest of the club.
Leader Board of the year.

